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A lively discussion is underway in Germany about how to com-
memorate the expulsion of Germans during and after the Second
World War. The topic has assumed growing contemporary promi-
nence, most recently in connection with the planned Centre Against
Expulsions in Berlin, a project that has emerged as the brainchild of
the main expellee pressure group, Bund der Vertriebenen (BdV),
stoking considerable controversy both inside and outside the Federal
Republic over the past few years. But the relevant debates have not
been confined to the present, of course. Historians, journalists, and
other commentators have also begun to pay growing attention to rel-
evant memory politics during the previous decades of Germany’s
post-Second World War history. Robert G. Moeller, Rainer Schulze,
Michael Schwartz, and others have made important contributions to
the field, moving the historiography along and introducing new
research questions along the way.1

Manfred Kittel’s book Vertreibung der Vertriebenen? is one recent
contribution to this ongoing discussion. Kittel, Professor of History at
the University of Regensburg and researcher at the Institut für
Zeitgeschichte in Munich, sets out to examine how the ‘German
East’—an entity that he defines very briefly and vaguely as ‘all the
areas of East-Central Europe’ that were ‘decisively (co-)shaped by
Germans in a historical perspective’—was portrayed in West Ger -
man public discussions between approximately 1961 and 1982 (p. 9 n.
15). His primary focus lies on tracing changes across time, with a par-
ticular emphasis on determining whether an ‘expulsion of the
expellees’ took place during those years, that is, whether the German

1 See e.g. Robert G. Moeller, War Stories: The Search for a Usable Past in the
Federal Republic of Germany (Berkeley, 2001); Rainer Schulze, ‘The Politics of
Memory: Flight and Expulsion of German Populations after the Second
World War and German Collective Memory’, National Identities, 8 (2006),
367–82; Michael Schwartz, ‘Vertreibung und Vergangenheitspolitik: Ein Ver -
such über geteilte deutsche Nachkriegsidentitäten’, Deutschland-Archiv, 30/1
(1997), 177–95.
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expellees and their interests were marginalized and ultimately shunt-
ed aside in West German public discussions (p. 169).

Kittel develops his analysis over eleven chapters that unfold in
roughly chronological order and address a variety of themes. The
relations between the pressure groups that purported to represent
the German expellees and the main political parties are covered in
overview, and a range of other issues also receives varying levels of
attention. The main themes include the role of the ‘German East’ and
of the expellees in West German electronic and print media; the cul-
tural activities of expellee organizations; the politics of governmental
subsidies to various expellee groups; particular memory-political ini-
tiatives, including the expellee lobby’s abortive attempts to instigate
the founding of a special governmental body to investigate crimes
committed during the expulsions; and various expellee-specific
activities at local and regional levels, such as the numerous Paten -
schaften—sponsorship agreements of sorts—signed between particu-
lar West German states and municipalities on the one hand and rep-
resentatives of specific expellee groups on the other. The study draws
on a wide range of published and archival sources, including West
German government records and newspapers, as well as much less
frequently used materials from the archives of several main televi-
sion and radio stations. 

Kittel concludes that the period from 1961 to 1982 must be divid-
ed into two distinct phases. The first runs through the 1960s and fin-
ishes with the forming of the Social–Liberal coalition at the very end
of the decade. In his view, these years were characterized by a grow-
ing ambivalence towards the expellees and their legacies in the West
German public sphere. On the one hand, the old patterns of the
1950s which had given prominence to the suffering of the expellees
and preserved ‘the Eastern districts of the German Reich . . . in the
collective memory of the nation’ while downplaying crimes com-
mitted by Germans during the Third Reich were still present. On the
other hand, however, the decade also witnessed a growing trend
towards viewing the expulsion of Germans as ‘deserved punish-
ment’ for the Second World War and the Holocaust, whereby the
‘injustice’ (Unrechtscharakter) of the expulsions was excised from
what became a ‘mere cause-and-effect analysis’ and the expellees
increasingly found themselves deprived of their earlier victim status
(pp. 9, 169).
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The second period, which stretched from the beginning of the
Social–Liberal era to the forming of the CDU–FDP coalition under
Helmut Kohl in 1982, witnessed a sweeping victory of the second
trend from the previous decade. The new federal government adopt-
ed an increasingly hostile attitude towards the expellee lobby, and a
considerably more critical stance vis-à-vis traditional expellee con-
cerns also took hold in much of the rest of society. Despite the con-
tinued existence of some countervailing trends in certain branches of
the media and elsewhere, the prevailing memory culture in the
Federal Republic was gradually transformed. The Holocaust now
became the generally accepted reference point for assessing the
expulsions, while ‘national categories in the historical–political con-
sciousness of the West Germans’ faded away. As a result, the
expellees and their ‘Eastern German cultural traditions’ became ever
more marginalized, and the overall situation developed so un favour -
ably that ‘it assumed characteristics of a second, cul tural–spiritual
(geistig) expulsion of the expellees’ (pp. 178, 183).

Kittel’s study has its merits. It is solidly researched and readably
presented. The author is correct in pointing out that the memory-
political aspects of the West German expellee problem have not nec-
essarily received sufficient scholarly attention. The gaps in the histo-
riography are particularly striking for the period after the 1960s, and
Kittel goes some way towards filling a few of them. Although his
coverage of such high political issues as the relations between the
West German expellee lobby and the main parties breaks no new
ground, in other areas the book does offer a good deal of fresh infor-
mation. Kittel’s discussion of the interaction between the expellee
lobby and West German officials at regional and local level, for exam-
ple, is in many ways new and original, as is his analysis of the failed
expellee-led attempt to establish a Central Authority for the Pros ecu -
tion of Expulsion Crimes, much of which he has already published in
a recent article.2

But the book also has its problems. At least in this reviewer’s
opinion, they start with the very research question that Kittel sets out
to pursue. The question of whether the expellees were somehow
betrayed by the West German polity by being subjected to a second
2 Manfred Kittel, ‘Eine Zentralstelle zur Verfolgung von Vertreibungsver -
brechen? Rückseiten der Verjährungsdebatte in den Jahren 1964 bis 1966’,
Viertel jahreshefte für Zeitgeschichte, 54 (2006), 173–207.
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expulsion of sorts, this time from the Federal Republic’s public con-
sciousness and collective memory, is hardly the most promising way
to examine the complicated interaction among the expellees, their
self-proclaimed organizational representatives, the political and
administrative elites, the media, and the wider public in the Federal
Republic. The hypothesis of a second expulsion originally stems from
the expellee lobby’s polemical attacks against the new Ostpolitik of
the Social–Liberal coalition and is therefore politically loaded from
the outset. It implies a rather bipolar, us-versus-them approach to the
material, which is not conducive to an exploration of its full com-
plexity. 

This problem is compounded by the fact that the author’s view-
point often approximates that of the expellee lobby rather too close-
ly. He has a tendency to draw seemingly uncritically on concepts
rooted in the revisionist Eastern policy discourse of the 1950s, which
the mainstream expellee organizations still employed with few
adjustments in the 1970s and 1980s. He writes repeatedly about an
alleged ‘abandonment’ (Verzicht) of German claims to the Reich’s lost
Eastern territories. He calls those territories Ostdeutschland, in con-
tradistinction to the Westdeutschland of the Federal Republic and the
Mitteldeutschland of the GDR. Such unabashedly Cold War terminol-
ogy appears without inverted commas or any critical commentary
(e.g. pp. 21, 25, 39, 41, 73). Many of the author’s judgements about
ongoing developments seem to reflect the contemporary commen-
tary provided by the expellee lobby’s press organs, particularly by
the BdV’s Deutscher Ostdienst. At least implicitly, he also tends to
equate the opinions and interests of the leading expellee organiza-
tions with those of the millions of expellees in West Germany, despite
abundant opinion poll data indicating increasing alienation among a
growing majority of expellees by the end of the 1960s at the very lat-
est. Accordingly, the expellee lobby’s attacks against the West
German media, for example, are presented as the ‘the criticism of the
expellees’ (p. 147, italics added). At one point the author even seems
to suggest that the expellee organizations enjoyed ‘democratic legiti-
macy [to speak] for the old Heimat’ (p. 111), a claim that stands
sharply at odds with the elitist and exclusive procedures by which
the groups typically ran their affairs and chose their leaders.

Another problem lies in the chronological scope of the study.
Kittel’s decision to concentrate primarily on what he regards as the



détente-influenced period between the early 1960s and early 1980s is
certainly justifiable. But the absence of any sustained discussion of
the preceding years, particularly of the highly formative decade of
the 1950s, is not. The author makes only brief references to what hap-
pened before the start of the second Berlin Crisis in 1958, presumably
on the assumption that his readers will be familiar with previous
developments. However, many of the controversies that erupted
when the anti-totalitarian, revisionist consensus that had character-
ized West German political rhetoric about the ‘German East’ in the
1950s, at least in public, began to be challenged in the following
decade can only be properly appreciated against a fuller view of the
preceding years. For example, the fact that during the 1950s expellee
activists had become the country’s loudest proponents of an aggres-
sive and revisionist Eastern policy line premised on an unyielding
defence of Germany’s legal positions is crucial for understanding the
increasingly aggressive attacks to which they were later subjected by
those who viewed precisely this policy line as the biggest obstacle to
détente and progress towards German unification. A similar general
criticism also applies to the other end of the book, albeit less strong-
ly. The study stops rather abruptly in 1982, with hardly a mention of
what comes afterwards. Although an extensive analysis of the Kohl
years would have unduly expanded the study’s scope, at least some
brief comments on the years beyond the early 1980s, perhaps in an
epilogue, would have been desirable.

Ultimately, however, it is some of the assumptions underlying
this study that tend to give the most pause, at least to this reviewer.
Kittel is clearly concerned about the place occupied by what he calls
‘700 years of German history’ (p. 185) in Eastern Europe in German
public discussions and collective memory. From a cultural and his-
torical viewpoint, that is understandable, as is the author’s disquiet
about what he views as insufficient attention to the expellees and
their concerns in West Germany during much of the period analysed
in this book—and, by implication at least, also at present. But his
unease with what he appears to perceive as an excessive German ten-
dency to downplay the expulsions of Germans and their injustices in
deference to the Holocaust and to yield to historical and memory-
political arguments associated with Polish and other Eastern Euro -
pean nationalisms raises difficult questions of balance and propor-
tion. Could and should the history of the territories in Eastern Europe
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formerly inhabited, at least in part, by Germans really be told and
remembered from a national, German perspective as ‘700 years of
German history’? Indeed, should that history be told and remem-
bered from any national perspective as such? Or is it better viewed as
a complex story of ethnic interaction, definition, and re-definition
under shifting circumstances, whose brutal denouement in the mid-
twentieth century deserves particularly careful weighing of causes
and effects, actions and consequences?
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